Action Line 619
Opens Today For Calls, Service
"Action Line 619" begins today in a new service by The Oracle staff for the University Community, according to 
Jim Rock, editor for the June 14 issue.
In Action Line, USF's student body can ask questions, receive answers and attempt to gain action out of some of the problems that may be affecting the students.
Members of the Oracle Editorial Board will investigate the problems presented by the students in Action Line and attempt to bring about the solution.
To see this service, you won't have to do it in USF's Student Union or call "the Oracle Line."
A member of The Oracle Editorial Board will then take your complaint, give or request action.
The calls will then be investigated and the findings presented in The Oracle.
If there is no one to respond to your problem, you will be asked to identify yourself to all members of the Editorial Board so that the problem can be brought to their attention.
Anonymous calls will be accepted.
For the first week only, private answers may be called into Action Line.
The action cannot be taken during the investigation. Do not present the entire problem but only the details of the circumstance and why action may be taken.
If interested, the USF or others who are present with your problems will not be asked or told. The Editor Line will change to begin in a week.
"I have to do it is odd?" Whaley said, "And what did you or why any is.
The service begins today.

SHERIFF'S DEPUTIES STRIKE
Six Students Charged
In Recent Tavern Raid
Six students are free on bond pending a hearing to determine if they will be held in jail, with the six students arrested during a raid at the Wild Horse Saloon last Thursday night.
Walter D. Lifsey, 19, 2010 E. Adam St., has been charged with three counts of disorderly conduct.
Five inspectors, after investiga-
ing the bartenders at the Wild Horse, determined that there were several acts of disorderly conduct taking place.
The men were charged with disorderly conduct.
Lifsey's name was released, and a bond of $250 was set.

Covington Named New Dean
Of LA's Fine Arts Division
Harvey Covington was recently named the new dean of the Division of Fine Arts at Loyola University, New Orleans.
He will succeed Dr. A. A.

USF Staff Members Win Professional Titles
Several USF staff workers have recently been awarded professional titles or appointed to positions in several organizations.

Altimet Draws Crowds During Two Day Visit
The spirit of the "God's Dead" movement is portrayed in this college, photographed by student Mike Smedik.
Poetry Festival In March

The Poetry Festival will be held in March, with various events and offerings. The festival is open to students and faculty, and there will be a reading of poetry and a discussion of the works of poets such as Robert Frost, Langston Hughes, and Maya Angelou. The festival will include a poetry workshop, a poetry reading, and a poetry contest. The festival will be held in the Performing Arts Center, with events scheduled for the morning, afternoon, and evening. The festival is free and open to the public.

March Of Dimes Drive Flying

Miss March of Dimes Anne-Maria Johnson, a junior English major, will hold the U.S. March of Dimes Drive for the entire month of March. The drive will be held in the Student Union and the Engineering Building. All proceeds will be used to support the March of Dimes Foundation, which works to improve the lives of babies born with birth defects and disorders.

Pledge Class Officers Elected By Sororities

The University Center (CTR) Pledge Class 207, under the direction of DAVID HALE, elected these officers: President: J. A. MILLER; Vice-Presi dent: M. A. WHITEHURST; Secretary: L. K. KOENIG; Treasurer: C. K. SEGRAS; Historian: J. P. CRAWFORD. The new officers will assume their duties immediately and will serve for the remainder of the academic year.

March or Dimes Drive Flying

March of Dimes Drive for the U.S. March of Dimes will be held in March, with the goal of raising funds to support the March of Dimes Foundation. The drive will be held in the Student Union and the Engineering Building, with events scheduled for the morning, afternoon, and evening. The drive is free and open to the public.

On the occasion of the national Poetry Festival, there is no question on poetry, the subject matter or its presentation. One poem or more are to be submitted, indicating the work has been submitted by the author, and is original. Two poems will be chosen by the four judges of the Poetry Festival: Dr. Harry Berend, F. A. T. Asher, and J. A. Hale. The two poems will be selected on their judged merit, and the two poems will be read aloud. The poems will be selected on the basis of the judges' review of the poems.

The two poems will be selected from the Poetry Festival submissions.
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New Candidates Initiated By Five Fraternities

ENOTAS DE Epsilon Beta Phi Epsilon The brothers of Enotas Epsilon Beta Phi Epsilon will welcome their new pledges this week. The pledges are invited to a social this week at the University Center on Wednesday. The pledges will be introduced to the chapter and will have the opportunity to meet the brothers of Enotas. The social will include a buffet-style dinner and other activities.

NEW ADDRESSES
- 7:30 p.m. FAH 101.
- Nature of Man: APO, Daughters of the American Revolution. The family will meet at 7:30 p.m. in FAH 101. The meeting will be open to all members and guests.

NEW PLEDGES INITIATED BY FIVE FRATERNITIES

WUSF-TV Channel 16

Tampa's newest and largest Authorized VOLVO DEALERS.
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grunts, Shuffles And Hair

OPINION

The Councils Must Unify Student Voice

BY JEFF WELLS

In order to operate a student governance system that has never been more representative of student ideas and sentiments, we must first fully understand each student themselves.

In this student body, there is a wide variety of students. Some are members of the fraternity system, some are members of the sorority system, and some are students who are not affiliated with any of these groups. It is important to understand each student and their individual needs and desires.

The first step in achieving this goal is to understand the nature of student governance. Student governance is the process by which students are involved in the decision-making process of the university. This can be accomplished through the establishment of student councils, which are elected by the students to represent their interests.

The establishment of these student councils is essential for the unification of student voice. By forming these councils, students can come together to discuss and debate the issues that affect them. This can be done in a variety of ways, such as through meetings, forums, and debates. In this way, students can come together to form a unified voice that can be heard by the university administration.

Additionally, student councils can be used to improve the university experience for students. By involving students in the decision-making process, the university can ensure that the needs and desires of the students are being met. This can be done by establishing committees and task forces to address specific issues, and by involving students in the development of policies and procedures.

In conclusion, the establishment of student councils is essential for the unification of student voice. By understanding each student and their individual needs and desires, and by involving students in the decision-making process, we can ensure that the needs and desires of the students are being met.

Sincerely,

Jeff Wells
USF Faces Rollins; Rips Past FSU 8-1

By JEFF SMITH
Sports Writer

South Tampa - The Rats, led by Mike Stuart and Ron Num, scored four runs in the first two innings and held off a late Rollins charge to defeat the Tars, 8-1, Saturday.

Several records were set by the Rats, including a long two-run homer by Mike Stuart in the fifth inning. The Rats also set a new record of four minutes and 19 seconds over their last four pick-up games. With the division for the original ten fraternities broken into two divisions, six team fraternities and inter-play only in tournament, Lambda Chi Alpha picked up the league with inter-play only in tournament and in championship play, of the two as is attested by their close level with the larger fraternities in team sports. Lambda Chi Alpha No. 1 vs. Theta Chi Omega Saturday.

The scheduling for the fraternities as to which league they in a game that was close and even except for the six. The scheduling for the fraternity league by the intramural office.

The division was made in order to give course, there are isolated instances when games between the fraternities were not played. The scheduling for the fraternities as to which league they

Several records were broken as the Rats edged the Tars, aided by Mike Stuart, Ron Num, and Craig Featherman of the Rats broke Rob Stricklin's record of 13:12 by 19 seconds. The old record was set in the annual Zeta Relays Tuesday, Jan. 20, 1965 by Roberson, Jeff Weil and Bob Szydlo.

Since the division was made in order to give

The Rats won the first game of the double header Saturday, 9-2. The Rats scored six runs in the first inning and added one each in the second and third innings.

The event took place in the Zeta parking lot at 1
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Paris Chamber Orchestra To Play

A widely acclaimed chamber orchestra from France will perform here this week. The Paul Kuentz Paris Chamber Orchestra will present two concerts on Tuesday, 15 March at 7:30 p.m. in the University Theatre as a part of the USF Artist Series.

Tickets are on sale today through Friday at the Theatre Box Office, 1537 Tampa Ave., or by calling 221-3711. The 15 actions were taken in honor of a 50th anniversary of the previous year in Europe for the same period of 25 years. The Kuentz orchestra first performed here in 1962 and is widely recognized as one of the leading French musical ensembles. Its first American engagements took place in 1968 and seven seasons ago, the Kuentz orchestra made its debut in New York. According to reports from the New York Times, the orchestra was rehearsing in the Metropolitan Opera House in New York, New York.

The Kuentz Paris Chamber Orchestra has made some 65 recordings for the Decca, Columbia, and Vox labels and has given more than 160 performances of various works. It is the first time that the Kuentz orchestra has appeared in the United States. Its repertoire includes a wide range of music, from the early baroque to contemporary works.

On Tuesday, March 15, the Kuentz orchestra will present a program that includes music by French composers such as Berlioz, Debussy, and Ravel. The program will also feature works by other notable French composers, including Fauré and Dukas.

Two concerts of the Paris repair, sponsored by the USF Music Department, will be presented at the University Band, under the direction of Dr. James Whaley, on Tuesday, March 15, at 7:30 p.m. in the University Theatre. The program will feature works by French composers such as Berlioz, Debussy, and Ravel. The program will also feature works by other notable French composers, including Fauré and Dukas.

The performance will include works by French composers such as Berlioz, Debussy, and Ravel. The program will also feature works by other notable French composers, including Fauré and Dukas.